
 

Microfinance tied to economy, study finds

June 14 2010

A nation's economy plays a surprisingly large role in the success or
failure of microfinance - the practice of making small loans to farmers
or business owners too poor to provide collateral, according to a study
led by a Michigan State University economist.

The research, published in the Journal of Development Economics, is the
first to examine the relationship between microfinance institutions and
the larger economy. The findings could help lenders establish more
successful microfinance operations, said Christian Ahlin, MSU associate
professor of economics.

"What this helps us do is better understand which microbanks are
successful throughout the developing world - and why," Ahlin said.

The microfinance movement has "exploded" during the past two
decades, he noted, with more than 100 million customers now borrowing
small loans from more than 10,000 microfinance institutions around the
world. The movement was thrust into the spotlight in 2006 when
Grameen Bank, a Bangladesh microbank, and its founder, Muhammad
Yunus, were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

Ahlin and colleagues from New York University and the University of
Minnesota examined the experiences of 373 microbanks worldwide.
Because borrowers of microloans typically are third-world farmers or
operators of tiny businesses in rural, isolated settings, it wasn't clear how
they are linked to the larger economy, he said.
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Ahlin said he was surprised to find that as the larger economy grew, the
microbanks' profit margins grew as well, nearly one-for-one. For
example, if the economic growth rate increased 5 percent, a typical
microbank's profit margin went up by 5 percentage points.

"The finding of this study is not that context is everything, but that it
does help explain significant differences in performance of the
microbanks," Ahlin said.

According to the study, microbanks generally grow more successfully in
countries with less of a manufacturing base, such as Nigeria and
Mongolia, as opposed to more industrialized nations such as China and
Indonesia. Ahlin said this is likely because manufacturing jobs tend to
crowd out the more entrepreneurial-related jobs supported by
microloans.

The researchers also found evidence that better developed governing
institutions can impact microfinance business negatively - by driving up
costs, for example - suggesting that borrowers may benefit from a hands-
off regulatory approach.

Finally, microfinance institutions generally cover costs more easily in
countries with a per-capita income of about $6,000 - or countries "that
are not too poor, but not too rich either," Ahlin said. In extremely poor
countries, he said, there may be a lack of education to run a
microenterprise and little demand for goods beyond basic food and
medicine.

But that doesn't mean lenders should steer clear of the most
impoverished nations, Ahlin said. On the contrary: The research findings
could help support the case for more sustained donor support of
microfinance in those areas, he said.
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"Although covering costs internally may be harder," Ahlin said, "the
impact could be greater in these poorer countries."
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